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Abstract-An inequality which guarantees that both the gain and the loss term in the collision 
integral of the Boltzmaun equation are in L1 under a truncation which only depends upon the 
deflection angle and the relative speed and thus amounts to an acceptable assumption on the cross 
section. Solutions depending on just one space variable T are considered. 
The basic evolution equation in kinetic theory is the Boltzmann equation [1,2], which governs 
the time development of the distribution function f = f(z, v,t). In the absence of a body force, 
this equation may be written as follows: 
g+vg= JJ (f'f: - f e)B(O, Iv - ,l)dv, de@. (1) 
Here B(t9, Iv - v+I) is a kernel containing the details of the molecular interaction, f’, f:, fi are 
the same as f, except for the fact that the argument v is replaced by v’, vi, v,, respectively, v, 
being an integration variable (having the meaning of the velocity of a molecule colliding with the 
molecule of velocity v, whose path we are following). The terms v’ and v: are the velocities of 
two molecules entering a collision that will bring them to have velocities v and v,, while 0 and 4 
are two angles that give the direction of approach of the molecules before the collision. 0 and 4 
are associated to a unit vector n which describes a unit sphere §2 with (v - v*) . n = cos 6. The 
relations between v’, vi, on one hand, and v and v+, on the other hand, read as follows: 
v’ = v - n[(v - V’) . n], v: = 21, + n[(v - V’) . n]. (2) 
A few years ago, R. DiPerna and P. L. Lions [3] provided an existence theorem (without 
uniqueness) for the Boltzmann equation in the case of rather general inhomogeneous data; their 
proof is quite clever and makes use of a compactness lemma by Perthame, Golse, Sentis and 
Lions [4] to overcome the difficulties met by other authors. The solutions of Di Perna and Lions 
are rather weak and it is difficult to handle them for further developments. 
Thus it appears desirable to have stronger solutions even if these may be proved to exist only 
under more restrictive conditions. A case which appears to be promising is that of solutions 
depending on just one space variable, say SC. In fact, on the one hand, this type of problem has 
been fruitful in the case of discrete velocity models [5-131; on the other hand, existence in one 
dimension has been proved for a model [14] and for Maxwellian molecules truncated for small 
values of the z-components of the relative velocity in a collision [15]. The truncation used in the 
latter paper is mathematically interesting but physically unsatisfactory because it involves the 
g-component which should not play any privileged role in the collision term. In this paper, we 
want to prove an inequality which guarantees that both the gain and the loss term in the collision 
integral are in L’ under a truncation which only depends upon 0 and Iv - v+I and thus amounts 
to an acceptable assumption on the kernel B(B, Iv - ~~1). A s mentioned before, we shall consider 
solutions depending on just one space variable x and denote by < the x-component of v. 
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Let E > 0 be fixed and A’ and f3’ be the subsets of R3 
A’ = {(v,v*) E R3 x W3 1 It --&+I 2 E} 
x R3 and defined as follows: 
F= (v,w*)EW3XR3~ 1 J B(B, Iv - v*l)dfldqfJ 2 U(E) > 0 (3) , 
where N’ = N’(v, v,) is the subset of §2 such that, if v’ and vi are given by Eq. (l), (v’, v:) E A’. 
The term c(c) is any assigned positive constant, which may depend on E. We want to insure that 
C’ = A’U f?’ essentially coincides with R3 x W3(with a suitable choice of E and U(E)). To this 
end, we shall assume that B(B, Iv - v, I) vanishes when Iv - v, 1 lcos 61 sin 0 < c1i2; in this case, 
in fact, C’ does not coincide with R3 x R3 but we may replace C’ by R3 x WY in the inequalities 
that we shall obtain because the complement of C’ in W3 x R3 contributes nothing to the collision 
integrals. We shall also assume that B(B,V) is bounded. We remark that assumptions of this 
kind are frequently made in the truncations used to prove preliminary results on the Boltzmann 
equation; some of them can be later removed by means of further considerations. 
Before stating the main result of this paper, let us define 
A(T>T) = /JJ J f(x, 21, t)f(x, v,, t)B(e, 12, - v, I) dt dx dv dv, (0 5 7 I T). (4) 
cc [7,T]xR 
Our aim is to prove the following: 
LEMMA. Let us assume that the solution of the initial value for Eq. (I) is defined as a classical 
solution in [0, T] x R and possesses a finite H-functional s flog f dx dv at time t = 0. Then there 
is a constant I< independent of T such that 
A(r,T) 5 K. (5) 
PROOF. We first prove that (5) holds when we restrict the integration to A’, which is easier. In 
fact, it is enough to consider the quantity 
WI= JJJJ (6 - t.> w(y - x)f(x, 21, My, 21, , t> da: dy dv dv, (0 I t I T) (6) 
(where the integral is extended to the full ranges of the variables) and compute its time derivative 
taking into account that the contributions arising from the right hand side of Eq. (1) vanish 
because 1 and t are collision invariants. Then 
L’(t) = - 
JJ 
(I - t,)sgn(y - ~)‘~~~~“‘)f(y , II+, 2) dx dy dv dv, 
- 
JJ 
(< -~~)sgn(y-z)f(z,~,t)‘*~‘~~~*‘~) dxdydvdv, (0 < t < T). (7) 
By performing the integration with respect to x in the first integral and with respect to y in the 
second one, one obtains 
L’(t) = -2 
J 
(I - <+)2_f(x, v, t)f(x, v*,t) dx dv dv, (0 < t < T). (8) 
Let US now restrict the integration to A’, thus obtaining an obvious inequality. Since IL(t)1 is 
bounded from above and (< - &) 2 in A’ from below by constants independent of T, the lemma 
is proved for the subset A’. 
Solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
Let us consider the case of (v,v*) E B’. We start from the H-theorem 
Il’(t)=-~J(f’f:-ff.)log~B(8,,~-~*l)~~d~d~*~~~~. 
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(9) 
Let us now remark that the function h(z) = (z2 - 1) logz - (z - 1)2 is nonnegative for P > 0; 
hence, 
(z2 - 1) log z 2 (% - 1)2 (10) 
and, by letting z = (f’f:/ff*)1/2 
(f’fl - ff*) log g > 2[(f.C)“” - (ff*P212, (11) 
Eq. (9) then becomes 
H’(f) = -$ JI(f’f:)‘/2 - (ffL)1/2]2B(0, IV - v,]) dx dv dv, dfl dr. (12) 
Integrating this relation between 0 and T, and discarding the complement of B’, we obtain a 
bound independent of T for 
I’=/// I 
[(f’f/)‘/2 - (ff*)‘/2]2B(0, (v - v*j)dxdvdv, dt’dcdt. (13) 
Bc [O,T]xR 
If we now recall that if (v, v,) E B’, then snrC B(B, Iv-v+]) d0 dq5 2 a(c), the elementary inequality 
b2 < 2a2 + 2(o - b)2, with a = (f’f+‘)‘/2, b = (ff,)‘j2, gives 
+)JJll J f(z, II, t)f(z, w , t)dt dx dv dv, 
51,Pl;x~ 
f(x, v, t)f(x, va , t)B(B, 1~ - v,l) dt dx de dqb dv dv, (14 
c L 
52j;,77 f(x, v’, t)f(x, o:, t)B(B, 12, - v, I) dt dx d0 d# dv dv, + I” 
l3’ fi P,TJxR 
and the bound that we need on the last integral follows thanks to the fact that (u’, v:) E A’, to the 
boundedness of B(@, (v- v,]) and to the first part of the proof (please remark that dv dv, = dv’dv: 
and in the transformation from unprimed to primed variables BE becomes a subset of A'). The 
lemma is proved. I 
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